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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Slight drop in volume sales, as inflation still an issue
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Mints strongest performer
Russian and Belarusian brands lose value share
Pastilles, gums, jellies and chews register highest volume growth
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High sugar content dampens volume sales
More focus on healthier positioning
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Ice cream star performer in 2023
Rigas Piena Kombinats maintains leading position
Multi-pack dairy ice cream gaining popularity

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Moderate outlook over forecast period
Players push to increase consumption during winter months
Discounters Lidl to shake-up the landscape
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Marginal volume increase in what is a mature product area
No changes in competitive landscape
Savoury snacks with healthier positioning gain value share

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Modest growth over forecast period
Lidl set to increase the value share of private label over the forecast period
Savoury snacks benefit from the growing on-the-go trend
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Significant fall in volume sales, as inflation bites
Orkla consolidates significant lead
Snack bars fare better
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